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The Nifty ended the week on a positive trajectory. On the weekly chart, it finally ended with a higher high-higher low bullish body candle, which is highly motivating 

for the bulls. Hence consolidation in the positive territory is likely to continue in the coming week as well.  Further, thorough technical study of the weekly as well as 

the daily chart patterns suggests; the Nifty broader trading range for the coming week is expected to be 8600-9450. 

 

It kicked started the week on an extremely weaker note, however, huge gap-up opening on the very first trading session of the week followed by sustained buying 

in leading blue chip stocks helped the benchmark index closing with an inverse head & shoulder pattern breakout on daily chart. Inverse head & shoulder pattern on 

daily chart implies bullish reversal, which means we may see the Nifty making higher highs in coming sessions. Higher resistances are placed around 9300 and 9450 

levels. 

 

On daily chart, the Nifty ended 4.15% up at 9111.90. It opened on a positive note and continued making higher highs towards ending the last trading session of the 

week on a stronger note above 13 EMA. It ended with an inverse head & shoulder pattern breakout with neckline placed around 8600, which brightens the 

possibility of it challenging the 30 EMA placed around 9450 levels. Hence, buy on dips is recommended. Intraweek retracement towards 8750 may again find 

aggressive buyers. 

 

Nifty patterns on multiple time frames show: the Benchmark Index ended the week with a bullish body candle, which implies bulls are gaining strength. Weekly 

candle pattern along with position of leading indicators is pointing towards; range-bound oscillation with positive bias in the broader price band of 8600-9450. 

 

Nifty pivotal supports & resistances for the coming week- 

Supports- 8750, 8600 Resistances- 9300, 9450 
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FII Derivatives Flow (In Crore)  08-04-2020* 

Institutional Flow (In Crore)  08-04-2020* 

Market in Retrospect Market Turnover (In Crore) 09-04-2020 

Instrument Purchase Sale Net 

Index Future 10368.95 10782.06 -413.11 

Index Option 216102.68 216588.17 -485.49 

Stock Future 15149.48 16316.23 -1166.75 

Stock Option 1076.18 1061.95 14.23 

Name Last Previous 

NSE Cash 51543.68  57593.47  

NSE F&O 1788472.01  1162159.01  

BSE Cash 2,620.93  2,565.14  

BSE F&O *NA 68.76  

Indian markets defied all the uncertainty 

around the Covid-19 to register their best 

weekly advance since May 2009. It was also 

their first weekly gain in two months, with 

the last one being in February. 

advanced 4.1 percent to end above the 9,000 

mark. The index closed at 9,111. The broader 

markets represented by the NIFTY 500 Index 

ended 3.91% higher. NIFTY Pharma was the 

top gainer, gaining by 25.24%, followed by  

NIFTY Auto and NIFTY Energy which gained 

by 19.56% & 11.28% respectively.  

M&M was the top gainer, gaining by 18.82%, 

followed by Cipla and Maruti Suzuki, which 

gained by 17.75% & 16.98% respectively. HUL 

was the top loser, losing by 2.97%, followed 

by BPCL and UPL, which fell by 1.77% & 

1.44% respectively. 

NIFTY Top Gainers 

NIFTY Top Losers 

Bulk and Block Deals 

Name %3D Day Vol Avg 5 Day Vol %1D 

M&M 18.82 11027462.00 7685135.00 16.85 

Cipla 17.75 27207928.00 14794260.00 13.04 

Maruti Suzuki 13.38 16.98 3786661.00 2135254.00 

Vedanta 9.25 15.06 41602363.00 37467160.00 

Bajaj Finance 9.39 13.25 7193807.00 8779476.00 

Name %3D Day Vol Avg 5 Day Vol %1D 

Britannia 1.16 893108.00 945927.60 0.94 

Nestle India 1.17 207510.00 199511.40 0.19 

UPL 0.37 1.44 4691012.00 3396738.00 

BPCL 0.76 1.77 7927095.00 12647250.00 

HUL 3.60 2.97 4770083.00 5601502.00 

https://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/equities/bulk.htm 
http://www.bseindia.com/markets/equity/EQReports/
BulknBlockDeals.aspx 

Institution Purchase Sale Net (Last Day) Net Wk Net Month 

FII 8916.39  6972.98  1943.41  2685.18  -41902.56  

DII 3471.38  5229.17  -1757.79  -1335.28  32214.81  

          Nifty Intra-week Chart           Sensex Intra-week Chart 

*Data not updated till 5:45PM *Due to some technical error bloomberg is not connected. 
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Among MSCI indices, Asia Pacific Index grew 
4.72% . World Index surged 7.6% in this 
week. 
 
NASDAQ jumped 9.92% whereas Dow Jones 
surged 11.89%, CBOE VIX plunged 11.98%. 
FTSE grew 4.52%, CAC40 grew 4.95%, DAX 
surged 8.54% so far  in this week. 

Among Asian indices Hang Seng fell 1.06%, Nikkei slumped 8.09% . STI fell 5.52%, KOSPI 
gained by 0.45% and Taiwan gained 0.20%. 
 
Indian Index Sensex & Nifty fell 7.72% & 6.35% respectively. NSE VIX fell 23.02%. 
 
Among BRIC indices  Brazil experienced a fall of 7.02%, Russia was gained by 10.79%. 
Shanghai fell by 0.30%.  

Gold grew 2.91%  & Silver grew 4.49% so far this week. 

Among Base Metals Copper gained 4.72% , Aluminium fell 

2.27%. Nickel gained 2.18%. Zinc gained by 2.81% . 

Among energy, crude  gained 5.61%, NG gained by 

13.92%  so far in this week. 

Among Currencies, Dollar Index fell 

marginally by 0.12%. EUR was almost flat. 

GBP fell 0.32%. INR appreciated 0.96% at 

76.27, JPY fell 0.84%. 

Market in Detailed (Updated after 4:00 PM)  

MSCI Indices Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  

World 1940.08 2.38 7.60 -2.76 -18.48 -9.48 17.07 16.91 2.07 2.02 

ACWI 462.28 2.03 7.19 -3.39 -18.99 -10.77 16.34 16.18 1.94 1.89 

Asia Pacific 139.67 0.13 4.72 -6.70 -18.85 -14.54 13.68 13.03 1.22 1.19 

EM 873.85 -0.49 4.21 -7.81 -22.63 -20.08 12.40 12.22 1.31 1.26 

           

US European In Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  

Dow Jones 23433.57 3.44 11.89 -1.75 -19.07 -10.39 16.45 17.84 3.46 3.34 

NASDAQ 8090.903 2.58 9.92 1.76 -12.09 2.30 50.95 25.49 4.15 4.07 

S&P500 2749.98 3.41 11.31 0.12 -16.02 -4.45 18.09 18.60 3.01 2.88 

CBOE VIX 44.81 3.37 -11.98 -17.72 257.34 213.80 NA NA NA NA 

FTSE100 5727.66 0.88 4.52 -3.99 -24.62 -22.87 16.43 13.49 1.42 1.34 

CAC40 4429.86 -0.29 4.95 -5.91 -26.69 -18.52 16.13 15.61 1.29 1.25 

DAX 10388.14 0.53 8.54 -2.23 -23.02 -12.34 18.00 14.47 1.24 1.22 

           

Asian Indices Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  

Nikkei225 19345.77 -0.04 8.57 -1.79 -18.51 -11.27 17.12 15.42 1.44 1.37 

Hang Seng 24300.33 1.38 4.38 -2.96 -14.92 -19.42 9.87 10.38 1.03 0.98 

STI 2571.32 1.26 4.82 -7.59 -20.82 -22.68 9.96 11.63 0.88 0.85 

Taiwan  10119.43 -0.18 4.24 -7.82 -15.46 -6.75 16.19 14.89 1.49 1.61 

KOSPI 1836.21 1.61 6.46 -6.07 -16.02 -17.05 17.61 11.49 0.72 0.75 

           

BRIC Indices Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  

IBOVESPA 78624.6 2.97 10.79 -8.65 -32.19 -18.35 14.64 11.91 1.61 1.37 

Russian 1144.36 2.67 10.67 -9.03 -28.56 -8.33 5.27 7.60 0.76 0.77 

SHANGHAI Com 2825.904 0.37 3.34 -3.99 -8.69 -12.77 13.33 10.81 1.39 1.19 

SENSEX 31159.62 4.23 5.74 -12.56 -24.83 -19.98 19.07 14.92 2.43 2.10 

NIFTY 9111.9 4.15 5.98 -12.82 -25.41 -21.93 17.64 14.13 2.25 1.93 

NSE VIX 49.745 -4.78 -22.77 61.51 255.38 145.29 _ _ _ _ 

Money Mkt Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

ICE LIBOR USD 1.31988 -2.40 -9.01 47.31 -29.72 -49.08 

MIBOR -0.254 13.31 25.95 46.30 34.87 18.07 

INCALL 4.6 2.22 15.00 -6.12 -11.54 -22.03 

       
Agro Cmdty Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

Coffee  120.8 -0.08 0.08 8.68 -0.98 9.27 

Cotton 54.12 0.33 8.76 -12.58 -25.69 -30.15 

Sugar 10.52 1.45 2.24 -16.57 -23.55 -25.76 

Wheat 554.5 1.09 2.92 6.89 -2.25 8.30 

Soybean 858.25 0.44 -0.06 -1.35 -10.27 -10.11 

       
Forex Rate %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

USD Index 100.057 -0.06 -0.12 5.44 2.68 3.15 

EUR 1.0861 0.03 0.03 -5.14 -2.21 -3.57 

GBP 0.8041 -0.41 -0.32 5.50 5.08 4.96 

BRL 5.1219 1.99 2.50 -7.81 -20.64 -24.82 

JPY 108.82 0.01 -0.84 -5.94 0.64 2.13 

INR 76.2713 0.05 -0.96 -2.87 -6.63 -9.14 

CNY 7.058 0.11 0.39 -1.58 -1.79 -4.90 

KRW 1219.9 0.10 0.73 -1.27 -4.96 -6.37 

Energy Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

NYMEX Crude 26.74 6.58 5.61 -14.10 -55.10 -58.21 

Natural Gas 1.768 -0.84 13.92 -2.80 -19.31 -32.42 

       
Precious Metals Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

Gold($/Oz) 1660.91 0.90 2.91 -1.16 7.00 27.36 

Silver($/Oz) 15.1395 1.20 4.49 -11.03 -15.43 -0.54 

       
LME Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

Copper 5002.5 -0.74 4.22 -10.78 -19.03 -22.74 

Aluminium 1465.5 -0.81 -2.27 -13.03 -18.61 -21.67 

Zinc 1923 -0.05 2.81 -3.07 -19.98 -33.83 

Lead 1718.5 -1.04 -0.06 -7.26 -9.60 -13.69 

Nickel 11507 0.31 2.18 -10.38 -18.10 -12.71 

       
Polymer Mkt Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr  

HDPE 780 -3.70 -8.24 -2.50 -28.11  

LDPE 870 -2.25 -3.33 -3.87 -21.62  

Injection Grade  830 -7.26 -11.23 -13.54 -26.55  

General purpose 850 -7.10 -11.46 -13.27 -26.09  

Polystyrene HIPS 1070 -4.46 -10.83 -10.83 -19.55  

Polystyrene GPPS 1000 -4.76 -14.53 -13.04 -21.26  

       
Shipping Ind Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

Baltic Dry 607 1.85 -2.72 -1.46 -21.37 -16.28 

BWIRON 99.49 0.85 7.17 -3.14 -28.77 -39.38 

SG Dubai HY 2.01 57.03 195.59 145.12 305.10 -35.99 

       
Bond Yld 10Y Yield %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

US  0.730 -5.44 22.31 35.05 -60.63 -70.80 

UK 0.337 -12.24 1.20 111.95 -58.90 -69.48 

Brazil  4.475 -0.91 1.45 56.69 21.47 -16.23 

Japan 0.017 -29.17 342.86 110.43 70.00 135.42 

Aus  0.909 -0.98 18.36 48.77 -26.46 -52.11 

India 6.49 0.76 2.93 7.01 -0.63 -12.02 
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 Impact of COVID-19 on business Concall Highlitghts 

CreditAccess Grameen Ltd 

 As on FY20 end company has 1300+ branches, 40 lakh borrowers and loan book size of Rs 12,000cr (including Madura Microfinance) 

 Filed operations has been kept on hold post announcement of lockdown, collections were normal till March 22,202 

 In rural area 70%-80% of the customers of the company are running business under essential services so their income levels has not seen a major 

impact 

 Moratorium will be applicable to all existing borrowers on installments falling due between March 1st -May 31st, 2020 as per RBI guideline. Customer 

will not be considered as a defaulter during the moratorium period 

 46% of borrowing in form of term loan with tenure of 2-6 years. Repayment schedule is well spread over long term. 

 Company has honored all principal interest payments till 29th March 2020 

 Company will observe moratorium on principal repayments to its lenders starting from 30th March 2020 to 31st May 2020, while it has decided to 

continue to pay interest to its lenders during the moratorium period 

 Cash on book Rs 530cr at FY20 end, and there is no immediate need to raise equity funds.  

 From March 17th till March 24th, 2020 company raised Rs 760cr (Avg rate of 8.70%) 

 Company paid Rs 661cr in March 2020 for acquisition of 76.06% stake in Madura Microfinance 

 Interest will be charged from the customer during moratorium, and loan tenure will get extended. New updated pass book will be given to the 

customer post lockdown is lifted which will have updated details of new tenure  

 Company has un-drawn banking credit lines of around Rs 660cr as on FY20 end, so growth for FY21 would not be a challenge 
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 V-Mart Retail Ltd. 

 At the end of Q3FY20 company had 257 retail stores with retail area of 21.40 lakh sq feet.  46 new stores were added in 9mFY20 

 Currently company has 266 stores (Uttar Pradesh- 103 stores) spread across 19 cities 

 Launched EOSS in January 2020 followed by launch of summer collections in February 2020 in preparation for Holi. Sales were as per expectation of 

the management for Jan & Feb 2020 

 State level lockdowns started in phased manner from March 8th,2020 even before announcement of national lockdown. Store closures started in 

phased manner from March 8th starting with stores in Punjab, Gujarat, Delhi, Ranchi followed by store in Uttar Pradesh 

 As of now only 10 stores are functional which are selling Kirana products only via home delivery. Customers are not allowed to visit the stores 

 Company has paid the full salaries for March 2020. Mr Lalit Agarwal (MD) has decided to not take salary from three months starting April 2020 (FY19 

annual salary was Rs 2.24cr) 

 Management is in discussion with the landlords and has already sent them letters to implement force majeure. Company/Industry is expecting 

favorable response. Store rentals  for March 2020 will be paid once lockdown is lifted   

 Company is currently incurring monthly fixed expenditure of Rs 12-Rs 13cr under lockdown mainly on salaries. Re-negotiating consultancy charges 

with the consultants, working with vendors to reduce sourcing cos 

 Lockdown impact is going to be more in case of small regional retailers 

 Company has already launched summer collection for which sales happens till October, so does not anticipate any impact on the freshness of the 

stocks 

 As of now company has put on hold all its expansion plans, advertisement spends, fresh recruitments etc till there is clarity on customer footfalls post 

lockdown is lifted 

 Management is in regular touch will all the major vendors of the company, and is ready to provide interim liquidity to the  small vendors in case of 

their requirements 

 At end of FY20 cash on balance is Rs 12cr (approx.). Company has received only 5-6 digital invoice from vendors from April 2020 till now, and is 

making payments to only those vendors who has urgent requirement of funds 
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 Mahindra & Mahindra Financial Services Ltd. 

 Company is comfortable with cash flows for next six months to meet fixed costs and also timely payment of interest liabilities 

 Collection were good till March 19th,2020 post which collections stopped 

 Current cash & equivalents is around Rs 4000cr plus un-utilized banking limits of Rs 1000cr 

 Expect gross NPA to increase from current 7% to around 9%  

 Management has taken a call to consolidate 85 regional offices of the company to reduce to 4-5 large service centers which will help in savings of 

both rentals and other associated costs 

 Management is re-visiting the granular data of both fixed and variable expenditure 

 Target to reduce opex/sales from current 3% to around 2%-2.5% 

 Banks will offer moratorium to NBFC for only principal portion of the term loans (not applicable on working capital loans) depending on the individual 

choice of every bank. Expect 15%-20% of the company’s customer base to opt out of  the moratorium  

 Company has reached out to its customer to offer moratorium as per RBI guidelines. Some of the customers have shown intent to avail moratorium 

for one month only 

 Expect NIM’s to remain stable 

 Management expects borrowing mix to remain same with some reduction in cost of funds  

 Expect faster pickup in the tractor sales followed by pre-owned vehicles purchase given the current scenario 
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 Vardhman Textiles Ltd. 

Company Update 

 Company has a fixed cost of around Rs 70cr/month. Salaries & wages is around 7%-8% of sales  

 There is no plan for share buyback in order to conserve cash 

 Company does not carry finished goods inventory of more than 8-9 days as 75% of yarn and 95% of fabric is made to order. Management does not 
anticipate major inventory losses on finished goods 

 Even after certain ports are functional, company is not able to do exports due to documentation related issues 

 Cash & equivalents on books at Rs 1000cr  

 Current cotton inventory is sufficient to carry on production till mid-November 2020 

 Company has not witnessed any order cancellations till now from its large clients like Aditya Birla group, Arvind Ltd etc as there are long term 
contacts with them, but expect some price re-negotiations  

Industry Update 

 Currently there is no data on spreads between cotton and yarn as transactions are not happening 

 If  lockdown continues for next 2 months 10% of yarn capacity may shut down and 25% in case lockdown continue for 6 month 

 Export from China is not happening as there is very low demand from western countrie 

 70% of factory workers of the company reside inside the factory, so company can start production very quickly after obtaining clarity from the 
regulators 

 International cotton prices has fallen from 70 cents to around 50 cents, whereas Indian cotton prices has fallen only from Rs 38,000/candy to around 
Rs 36,000/candy, but transaction volumes are very low. Landed price now for cotton is Rs 40,000/candy 

 Polyester prices has also fallen by 10%-15% in tandem with cotton prices 

 Cotton Corporation of India (CCI) has the biggest cotton inventory now as it has bought around 25% of current year’s crop production which is around 
75- 80 lakh bales 

 Last CCI notified prices for selling cotton was Rs 45,000/candy but currently CCI is not selling. 

 Cotton consumption is expected to be lower by 0.5-1 million MT in CY20 globally because of the lower demand due to lockdowns which is expected 
to put pressure on cotton prices 
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 Ratnamani Metals & Tubes Ltd 

 Management expect sales of Rs 2600cr (earlier guidance was Rs 2700cr) for FY20e and EBIDTA margins to be in the range of 16%-18%, some impact 

of operating de-leverage can be expected in Q4FY20 because of the reduce sales due to lockdown 

 Company has been receiving payment from its clients 

 Balance sheet continued to be debt free  

 Company is in the process of taking approvals for dispatch of materials which are already ready for dispatch and also for partial re-start of production 

of stainless steel pipes for exports markets 

 Expect delay of around one month in the progress of existing capex, expect commercial production to start from H2FY21 

 Lot of orders and tenders were in pipeline for final discussion, expect order book at FY20e of Rs 1300-1400cr mainly from pipeline projects in Oil & 

Gas sector. Out of which orders from exports-Rs 300cr and stainless steel-Rs 500cr 

 Lower crude prices may impact refinery capex and also export order from Saudi Arabia, Africa & Middle East if crude prices continues to stay at lower 

levels 

 As many plants in South Korea has re-started, management does not expects raw material related procurement difficulties. Company sources some 

raw material from Japan, Europe etc also 

 Steel plants have been considered under priority sector so domestic sourcing of raw materials should not be an issue 
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 Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd.  

 World crude oil consumption is around 100 million barrels/day, expected reduction of around 20 million barrels/day due to lockdown in many 

countries 

 Management expect crude oil price range of $30-$40 in the medium term 

 Capacity utilization of refineries at Mumbai is 80%, Vizaq at 100% & Bhatinda at 60%-65% 

 There is no pressure on the marketing margins currently 

 In India there has been a drop in fuel demand due to lockdown, demand for LPG is strong. Market growth for LPG is around 7%-8% 

 Petrol pumps are running at 30%-40% during the lockdown driven by fuel demand from the movement of essential services 

 Management expects diesel demand to improve going forward considering agricultural harvest season will start soon 

 Expect sudden surge in demand for petrol and diesel once the lockdown is lifted as business will back to normal and consumers will rush to fill up the 

fuel tanks of the vehicles 

 Expect diesel cracks to be stronger going forward 

 Expect refinery GRM’s to better on lower crude prices and better cracks 

 Lower crude prices help in lower working capital requirements 

 Expect some cost recovery from the BS-6 fuels once situation normalizes 
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 Century Plyboards Ltd 

 Demand was good for January, February and till March 20th,2020 in all the business segments of the company’s. MDF and particle board units were 

running at 100% capacity utilization. 

 At the corporate office level company has adopted a software-“Life Science”. During the period of lockdown company is  trying to complete all the 

activities that can be done off line such as annual operating planning for next year, digital marketing initiatives, marketing plans & budgets and also 

looking into other finance related issues.  

 Fixed overhead of the company is primarily salaries which is around 15%-16% of sales and accounts for around 90% of the fixed overheads. 

 Company will be able to meet its fixed expenditure even if the lockdown gets extended till May 2020. 

 Once the lockdown is over management expects full ramp up in production in practically a week’s time. Company has sufficient finished goods 

inventory for about 2.5 to 3 week 

 Biggest challenge would be in getting the manpower back as certain workers have gone back to their native places 

 Capex plans for setting up of MDF and Particle board plant in Uttar Pradesh is expected to get delayed by around two months because of the NGT 

issue as the matter is sub-judice. 

 Face-veneer is imported from own units of the company in Myanmar so scaling up should not be an issue once lockdown is lifted and company has 

adequate stocks. Core Veneer is procured domestically so there will not be an issue, only issue being if trucks gets stopped at the state borders 

 In case of MDF raw material is sourced locally from within the state of Punjab. In case of laminate design paper which is the top level of the laminate 

gets imported but as of now company has adequate stocks. Phenol is a derivative of crude, so management expects benefit of lower phenol prices 

with a lag. Resin can sourced domestically or imported 

 Company will be selectively providing support to the channel partners by providing some relaxation in the credit terms. 

 Company’s CFS operations at khidderpore (Kolkata) is operational but with reduced demand. Govt of India has declared that as an essential service. 
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 Dairy sector 

 Expect shift in consumer preference towards branded packaged foods in milk based products like butter, cheese, paneer etc on better quality and 

hygiene  

 India produces 50cr liters of milk/day and around 9cr farmers (milk producer) are involved in this process. Out of milk produced around 30% of milk is 

consumed by farmer for self-consumption and 70% is sold by the farmers 

 Of the balance 35cr liters of milk which is sold around 30%-35% (ie 10cr liters/day) of milk is consumed by (HORECA segment) Hotels, restaurants, tea 

vendors, sweet shops, cake shops etc where consumption has fallen significantly due to lockdown.  

 Overall milk consumption has declined due to lockdown 

 Recently various cooperatives societies like Maharashtra, Rajasthan etc. has reduced milk prices by Rs 3-4/liter (down by 12%-15%). Expect milk 

prices to be in range of Rs 24-Rs 27/liters in the medium term 

 Milk powder prices has also reduced from Rs 310/kg to Rs 240/kg recently 

 40% of the industry is organized of which privates sector is 22%-23% and rest is cooperatives society 

 India produced 3 lakh MT of skimmed milk powder every year of which butter is 1 lakh MT. 

 In many places dairy has declared milk holidays to the farmers. Farmers are facing difficulty in disposing their milk production as well as procurement 

of cattle feeds.  

 Cost of cattle feed is around 60% of the selling price of milk, so if a farmer is not able to get his required realization on milk he will not be able to buy 

cattle feed 

 Currently there is no production happening for milk products like butter, cheese, ghee etc 

 Butter, Cheese etc has to be kept in cold storage for which demand has fallen due to closure of restaurants etc. These is chance of inventory pileup of 

butter and cheese  

 Expect working capital cycles for dairy companies to increase due to storage of extra milk in the form of skimmed milk powder etc due to decline in 

demand for milk  
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 PVR Ltd.  

 Approximately Rs 140 cr was the fixed cost expense per month prior to the lockdown. Post lockdown a saving of 65%  on this amount is expected. 

 PVR pays a month's rent in advance. Accordingly, the rent for March was paid in advance, however, PVR has requested all the mall owners for waiver 

of rent connected with the current lockdown period. They have also requested for waivers for subsequent lockdown/shutdown periods. 

 70% of PVR's workforce is contractual. As of now, no redundancies have been made. However, if lockdown/shutdown extends for a long period, PVR 

may look into cutting this portion of the workforce. Salaries have been rationalised for senior management and below senior management 

employees. 

 PVR is evaluating various measures that can be taken once the theatres reopen. Measures like maintaining space between two seats, discounted 

ticket prices, etc. are being evaluated. 

 There can be a dearth of Hollywood content if global lockdown continues for a long time. However, content pipeline for Bollywood movies is strong 

for the foreseeable future. 
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 Domestic News 

L&T has secured Large (INR2500–INR5000 crore range) contract for its Smart World & Communication Business from Indian 

Army. 

L&T construction has received a large order of INR2500–INR5000 crore range from the Indian Army to establish a Unified Network Management System 

for Smart World & Communication Business.  

 To establish a first-of-its-kind, state-of-the art Unified Network Management System to Manage, Support and Operate the countrywide Armed Forces 

Network under the Network for Spectrum (NFS).  

 The project involves the creation of a resilient Cloud based IT infrastructure on Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) model.  

 The facilities under this project will allow real time monitoring of the complete IT network backbone of the Indian army and provide complete 

visibility of deployed Network assets, leading to optimal utilization of resources. 

SpiceJet to operate 5 flights for transporting vital supplies amid lockdown 

SpiceJet will be operating five in-cabin cargo flights, using a passenger aircraft, to transport vital supplies to various parts of the country amid the 

lockdown. Since March 27, various air operators, including Air India and its subsidiary Alliance Air have been operating cargo flights, using the belly space 

of the passenger plane, under Lifeline Udan initiative of the Central government, which is aimed at transportation of medical cargo and essential supplies 

across India at the time of the COVID-19 crisis. However, the private airlines are conducting such flights on a commercial basis. The aircraft will do five 

rotations ensuring that vital supplies are delivered in the shortest possible time. 

Tata Power Solar receives LoA for NTPC project worth INR1,730 cr 

Tata Power Solar has received the Letter of Award (LoA) to build the 300 MW CPSU-II for NTPC at an all-inclusive price of INR1,730.16 crore. Tata Power 

Solar is an integrated solar company and a wholly-owned subsidiary of Tata Power. The company had bagged the said order in an auction held on 

February 21. Tata Power Solar is proud to consistently win large and challenging grid-based solar EPC contracts from industry-leading public sector 

undertaking like NTPC. This being a DCR project, we will be building the project with our own cells and modules. With this order, the order book of Tata 

Power Solar stood at approximately Rs 8,541 crore including external and internal orders. 
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 India relaxes ban on exports of paracetamol, hydroxychloroquine 

India relaxed a ban on exports of paracetamol and hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), both used in Covid-19 therapies, and placed them in the licensed category. 

The decision came just after US President Donald Trump’s threat of retaliation if India continues restriction of Hydroxychloroquine export. Ipca Lab is one 

of the key supplier of the drug. Laurus Lab manufactures Hydroxychloroquine formulation for the US market and they are  fully backward integrated for 

the drug. The lift of ban will help Laurus to continue selling in the US market. Cadila healthcare is also another key manufacturer of the drug and they are 

ramping up their facility to keep supply intact at the situation of exorbitant demand. 

Auto parts manufacturers plan diversification of supply chain in the post-Covid-19 world 

Diversification is the chosen investment theme for the majority in any stock market. It is finding more takers in the auto-parts business now, with risk 

mitigation emerging as the cornerstone of the industry’s supply chain strategy in the post-Covid-19 landscape, and the prime beneficiary of that 

approach could be local sourcing. Companies such as Tata Motors and Maruti are keen to increase local sourcing, while some others still see value in 

buying from China, given the cost competitiveness. China isn’t firing on all cylinders now. With BS6 emission norms effective this April, the supply sources 

must diversify. While India would be still dependent on imports for battery, electronics or a rare-earth magnet for electric motors, other components 

such as castings, axles and wheel rings can be locally produced here Clearly, the ancillary industry does need handholding from OEMs, which is not going 

to be an easy task. If the components are made locally, they have to be tested, validated and it is a long drawn game. 

Fuel demand seen falling 40 pc in April amid lockdown due to coronavirus 

The fuel demand, which witnessed a fall by around 20 per cent in March amid the lockdown, likely to decline further to 40 per cent in April, impacting 

pricing and increasing borrowing cost for oil marketing companies. The three-week national lockdown ending April 14 has seen individuals remaining 

indoors, shops and businesses shut, and vehicular movement, including the Railways, airlines, trucks and private vehicles, remaining off the roads. The 

overall demand for fuel has come down by around 20 per cent, while capacity utilization levels have fallen to 50 per cent in March. Typically, refining 

operations under 40 per cent capacity utilisation become unviable due to higher fixed operating expenses. However, capacity utilisation has remained 

high for OMCs whose sales to own production ratio is significantly high, as they lowered external purchases while ensuring their refineries run at full 

utilisation. If at all the national lockdown is lifted on April 14, fuel demand is set to fall to around 40 per cent in the month because of the reluctance of 

people to move outside, restricted air travel, slow pickup seen in industrial and commercial activities due to unavailability of manpower, and slower 

pickup in freight movement. 
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 Government thinking of extending COVID-19 lockdown 

Following requests from several state governments and experts, the central government is now planning whether the 21-day nationwide lockdown that 

is scheduled to end on April 14. Many state governments, as well as experts, are requesting the central government to extend the lockdown. The central 

government is thinking in this direction. Prime Minister Narendra Modi had on March 24 announced a 21-day nationwide lockdown as a precautionary 

measure to control the spread of the coronavirus. India's tally of COVID-19 positive cases rose to 4,917. Out of the 4,917 cases, 4391 are active cases 

while 386 have been cured or discharged and one has migrated. The total toll stands at 140. However, sources did not indicate if a final decision has been 

taken on the matter. India is currently under the 21-day lockdown since March 25, with only essential services exempted, to contain the fast-spreading 

virus, which has claimed more than 75,800 lives and afflicted over 13.5 lakh people across 183 countries. The development comes a day after Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi asked countrymen to be ready for a long battle against the coronavirus pandemic, and exhorted people to not feel tired or 

defeated while and expressing confidence the country will emerge victorious in its fight. 

Banks and manufacturing companies look at significant deferred tax asset hit on financials 

The uncertainty around future taxable profits because of the Covid-19 virus outbreak may lead to write downs or impairments of tax assets at some top 

banks, non-banks and manufacturing companies. In the April-June quarter, several companies may be impacted because they are unable to set off 

deferred tax assets against payable taxes. Deferred tax assets are set-off against future projected profits every year. These tax assets – which sit on the 

asset side of the balance sheet are essentially used to reduce tax payable in future. For some large corporates, the deferred tax amount is substantial. 

Deferred tax assets, which are as high as hundreds of crores for some companies, could see major hit this quarter as there may be an issue to 

demonstrate sustainable profits against which they can be adjusted, For certain sectors, there may also be a going concern issue and they may even have 

to take impairment on these tax assets. A going concern qualification is basically an opinion given by statutory auditors on whether the business has the 

resources to survive for at least one year. In case company auditors think that the Covid-19 pandemic has put a question mark on the business model or 

fundamentals of a company, they would have to point that out in its audited results. Many sectors may see auditors take a hard stance on listing going 

concern qualifications due to the Covid-19 situation. 
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 Maruti cuts production by 32 per cent in March 

Maruti Suzuki India has decreased production by 32.05 per cent in March, according to a regulatory filing by the company. The company produced a total 

of 92,540 units in March as against 1,36,201 units in the year-ago month. Passenger vehicle production last month stood at 91,602 units as against 

1,35,236 units in March 2019, a dip of 32.26 per cen. Production of mini and compact segment cars, including Alto, S-Presso WagonR, Celerio, Ignis, 

Swift, Baleno and Dzire stood at 67,708 units as against 98,602 units in March last year, down 31.33 per cent. Production of utility vehicles such as Vitara 

Brezza, Ertiga and S-Cross, however, declined by 14.19 per cent to 15,203 units as compared to 17,719 units a year ago. Mid-sized sedan Ciaz saw its 

output go down to 2,146 units in March from 3,205 units in the same month last year. Light commercial vehicle Super Carry's production declined to 938 

units last month from 965 units in March 2019. 

Mutual Funds See Biggest Outflow Since IL&FS Crisis, Equity Schemes Defy Uncertainty 

Investments into equity mutual funds jumped in March, defying the Covid-19 volatility and the biggest outflow across categories since the IL&FS crisis. 

Net outflow across all segments of schemes stood of INR2.12 lakh crore compared with an outflow of INR1,986 crore in February, according data 

released by the Association of Mutual Funds in India. That’s the biggest decline since September 2018 when defaults by IL&FS group had triggered 

exodus from debt schemes. Net investments into equity and equity-linked schemes, however, rose 8.58 percent over the previous month to INR11,723 

crore in March. Equity funds defied the worst-ever monthly decline of 23 percent in the S&P BSE Sensex and the NSE Nifty 50 in March as the Covid-19 

outbreak stalled economic activity and India went into a 21-day lockdown. Inflows into equity multi-cap funds rose 40 percent month-on-month to 

INR2,268 crore, while they jumped 28 percent to INR2,061 crore for large-cap funds, according to granular data that AMFI started releasing since April 

2019. Net investments in small and mid-cap funds, however, fell. Contribution through systematic investment plans, however, remained steady at 

INR8,641 crore in March. SIP monthly contributions remained above the INR8,000-crore mark for 16 straight months. Investors pulled out a net INR1.1 

lakh crore from liquid funds against an outflow of INR43,825 crore in February. This is the biggest outflow from the category since INR1.4 lakh crore in 

September 2019. Such schemes are used by companies to park short-term cash and usually see a spike in redemption at the end of a quarter. Total 

assets under management fell 12.7 percent month-on-month to INR24.7 lakh crore in March. Total equity assets dropped 18.2 percent to INR6.5 lakh 

crore during the period. 
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 Flipkart enters into a partnership with Spencer's Retail to expand essentials business 

Walmart-owned Flipkart and Spencer’s Retail is entering into a partnership whereby the Kolkata-based food and grocery retail chain will become a seller 

in the marketplace for fast moving consumer goods and essentials. This is probably one of the rare business partnerships between an e-commerce firm 

and a brick-and-mortar retailer who otherwise competes against each other The deal is likely to be signed today and will be announced in next few 

hours. Flipkart’s food and grocery play has been the weakest point since it has been focussing more on smartphones, electronics, apparels and home 

products. But with the Covid-19 lockdown and consumers preferring to buy groceries and everyday essentials online led to this deal. For Spencer’s Retail, 

which now also owns the premium Nature’s Basket chain, this partnership will help to expand its presence in online sales and become a true omni-

channel retailer. The RP-SG Group owned retail chain has been off-late on a partnership spree to ensure home delivery of groceries and essentials having 

tied up with Uber, Rapido and other mobility fleets. 

Blue Dart cuts retail tariff rates by 25% amid coronavirus crisis  

Express logistics services provider Blue Dart Express it has reduced retail tariff prices by 25 per cent, aiding the country in its fight against the coronavirus 

crisis. Blue Dart Express, part of Deutsche Post DHL Group (DPDHL), operates six dedicated Boeing 757 freighters each with a capacity of 34 tonnes. 

These aircraft have been operating during the lockdown period across Indian cities enabling essential shipments like medical equipment and 

pharmaceutical products reach the first responders in hospitals and medical institutions with the promise of secure and timely deliveries. 

In order to provide customers with a solution for their shipping needs during these trying times and to further use our Air Express Logistics service to 

keep the essential supply chain continuity, Blue Dart Express has reduced its Retail Tariff Prices by 25 per cent. This will be applicable to all local retail 

customers as well as all MSMEs. 
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 Global News 

Stocks Mixed in Asia as Rally Eases; Oil Climbs 

Asian stocks were mixed Thursday following a three-day rally as investors mulled the spread of the coronavirus and when economies will be able to 

ramp up again. Oil rose amid expectations for production cuts. Shares in Tokyo dipped and were higher in Hong Kong, Sydney and Seoul. S&P 500 Index 

futures fluctuated after the gauge jumped 3.4% -- bringing its rise from the March low to more than 20%. Oil climbed after Algeria confirmed that the 

OPEC+ emergency meeting scheduled for Thursday will discuss an output cut of 10 million barrels per day. A spokeswoman for Russian energy ministry 

said the nation will commit to cuts based on its proportion of the total production. Treasury yields pared some of Wednesday’s gains. 

Oil Extends Gain With Producers Closing in on Deal to Cut Output 

Oil extended gains as the world’s top oil producers appeared to be moving closer to a deal to curb output in the face of deepening demand destruction 

being wrought by the coronavirus. Futures in New York rose around 4% to more than $26 a barrel after rallying Wednesday as Russia said it’s ready to 

cut by 1.6 million barrels a day, or about 15% of its total output. The OPEC+ meeting to he held later on Thursday will discuss a “massive output 

reduction, which may reach 10 million barrels a day,” the energy minister of Algeria, which holds OPEC’s rotating presidency, told his country’s state 

news agency. 

World Economy Faces $5 Trillion Hit That Is Like Losing Japan 

The coronavirus pandemic is set to rob the global economy of more than $5 trillion of growth over the next two years, greater than the annual output of 

Japan. That’s the warning from Wall Street banks as the world plunges into its deepest peacetime recession since the 1930s, after the virus forced 

governments to demand that businesses close and people stay home. Although the downturn is predicted to be short-lived, it’ll take time for economies 

to make up the lost ground. Even with unprecedented levels of monetary and fiscal stimulus, gross domestic product is unlikely to return to its pre-crisis 

trend until at least 2022. 

Singapore Gives Warning; Global Cases 1.5 Million 

Singapore said it will issue warnings to those gathering in group in public as the city-state implements stricter social-distancing measures. The Prime 

Minister made the announcement Thursday after the country reported its largest daily increase. Global cases of the coronavirus topped 1.5 million, less 

than a week after surpassing the 1-million mark. New York, the U.K. and Belgium reported their deadliest days so far. The crisis will escalate if countries 

don’t start showing more solidarity, the head of the World Health Organization said, urging the U.S. and China to show “honest leadership” and stop 

bickering. U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson is stable and responding to treatment at a London hospital. 
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 Oil Demand Slumps 70% in Third-Biggest Buyer as India Shuts 

Oil demand in the world’s third-biggest consumer has collapsed by as much as 70% as India endures the planet’s largest national lockdown, according to 

officials at the country’s refiners. The estimate for the current demand loss is a stark reminder of the challenge facing oil producers as they haggle over a 

deal to cut supply and prop up the global energy industry. Consumption for the entire month could average about 50% below last year’s levels but that’s 

based on India’s three-week lockdown ending April 15 as planned, according to the officials. The reduction equates to a staggering 3.1 million barrels a 

day of lost oil demand, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. To put that in perspective, it means the decline in India alone would eat away a third 

of the 10 million barrel-a-day supply cut that President Donald Trump last week touted as being under consideration by the world’s biggest crude 

producers in talks due to culminate this week. 

Trump Team Preps Plans to Reopen Economy That Depend on Testing 

The White House is developing plans to get the U.S. economy back in action that depend on testing far more Americans for the coronavirus than has 

been possible to date, according to people familiar with the matter. The effort would likely begin in smaller cities and towns in states that haven’t yet 

been heavily hit by the virus. Cities such as New York, Detroit, New Orleans and other places the president has described as “hot spots” would remain 

shuttered. The planning is in its early stages. But with encouraging signs that the outbreak has plateaued in New York after an aggressive but 

economically costly social-distancing campaign, President Donald Trump and his top economic advisers are once again boldly talking about returning 

Americans to work. 

Trump Eases Covid-19 Export Ban Amid Backlash Around World 

President Donald Trump eased restrictions on exports of masks and other protective equipment needed to fight the Covid-19 pandemic just days after 

their introduction as he confronted a backlash from allies around the world. Faced with domestic criticism of his administration’s handling of the Covid-

19 crisis and cries of shortages from hospitals on the front lines, Trump late Friday had imposed a ban on exports of N95 masks, surgical gloves and other 

protective equipment. 

China Reports No New Deaths; U.S. Toll Tops 10,000 

China reported no new coronavirus deaths for the first time since the pandemic emerged, adding to signs that the crisis may be easing in some areas. 

Italy, France, Germany and Spain reported lower numbers of new cases while in New York, Governor Andrew Cuomo said deaths were showing 

indications of hitting a plateau. U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who was hospitalized Sunday after 10 days in isolation, was moved to an intensive-

care unit. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said he’ll propose a state of emergency in seven prefectures and announced a record economic stimulus 

package. 
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Events 

Company Record Date Ex-Date Details 

WeP Solutions Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 15-04-2020 

Wipro Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 15-04-2020 

Mangalore Refinery & Petrochemicals Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 16-04-2020 

Max Financial Services Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 16-04-2020 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

CORPORATE ACTION BONUS / RIGHTS / STOCK SPLIT / DIVIDEND / FCCB / M&A / WARRANTS ETC. 

Global Events 

 April 10, 2020:-  China Inflation for March 2020.,  The U.S. Inflation for March 2020. 

 April 13, 2020:-  China Vehicle Sales for March 2020. 

 April 14, 2020:-  China Balance of Trade for March 2020. 

 April 15, 2020:-  The U.S. MBA Mortgage Applications for April 10, 2020., The U.S. Retail 
Sales & Industrial Production for March 2020. 

 April 16, 2020:-  The U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for April 11, 2020., The U.S. Housing Starts 
for March 2020., Euro Area Industrial Production for March 2020. 

 April 17, 2020:-  China Industrial Production and Retail Sales for March 2020., China GDP 
for Q1 2020., Japan Industrial Production for February 2020., Euro Area Inflation for March 
2020. 

Domestic Events 

 Upcoming Result:- Wipro Ltd. HDFC Bank. 

 April 10, 2020:- India Foreign Exchange Reserve for April 03, 2020. 

 April 13, 2020:-  India CPI Inflation for March 2020., India Industrial Production for 
February 2020. 

 April 14, 2020:-  India WPI Inflation for March 2020  

 April 15, 2020:-  India Trade Balance for March 2020.  

 April 17, 2020:-  India Foreign Exchange Reserve for April 10, 2020., Reserve Bank of India 
Monetary Policy Meeting Minutes. 

Source of News : The content may have been taken from The Economic Times, Business Standard, Business Line, Mint and other leading financial newspapers and financial 

portals BSE,NSE, Bloomberg, Moneycontrol & others. 
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